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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let R be a unital ring. The ring of row finite matrices RFM R with
w xentries from R has been studied by many authors 4, 9, 12, 17, 20, 23 .
Ž .Recently some authors have studied the ring RCFM R of row and
w xcolumn finite matrices with entries in R 8, 7, 22 .
Ž .One of the main tools used in the study of the ring RFM R is the fact
Ž . ŽN.that RFM R is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of R , and hence
Ž ŽN. . Ž .there is a pair of adjoint functors Hom R , y : R-mod l RFM R -R
mod: RŽN. m y. Unfortunately, there is not an analogous result when
Ž . Ž .RFM R is replaced by RCFM R . To better understand the differences
Ž . Ž .and similarities between RFM R and RCFM R , it is worth mentioning
Ž . Ž .that for every two rings R and S, RFM R and RCFM S are not Morita
Ž . Ž .equivalent. However, the Piccard groups of RFM R and RCFM R are
w xisomorphic 7 .
Ž .In this paper we study properties of the ring RCFM R and its relations
with properties of R. We consider the following problems:
Ž .Problem A. Describe the progenerators of RCFM R .
Ž .Problem B. Describe the Morita equivalence classes of RCFM R .
Problem C. Let C be a class of rings and R a ring. Determine when
Ž .R belongs to C in terms of RCFM R .
wAnalogous problems have been considered in 1, 3]5, 9, 12, 13, 17, 18,
x20, 23 .
Ž . Ž .Our method consists of comparing properties of RFM R and RCFM R
Ž .and using the known results for RFM R .
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Now we are going to summarize the contents of the paper. Set E s
Ž . Ž .RFM R and B s RCFM R .
Section 2 contains technical results that compare properties of idempo-
Ž . Ž .tents of RCFM R and RFM R . Let f be an idempotent of B. We prove
that Bf is a progenerator for B if and only if Ef is a progenerator for E
Ž . Ž .n Ž .n Ž .Proposition 2.1 and Bf ( B if and only if Ef ( E Proposition 2.2 .
We also show that we cannot expect good results if the idempotent f is
Ž .taken in E _ B see Examples 2.4 and 2.5 .
Since B has SBN, every progenerator of B is of the form Bf for some
idempotent f g B. Thus the results from Section 2 give the key to our
solution of Problems A and B. That is, we show that a left B-module P is
n Ž .a progenerator for B if and only if P ( B for some n g N Theorem 3.1 ,
and that B is Morita equivalent to S if and only if it is isomorphic to
Ž . Ž .M S for some n g N Corollary 3.2 .n
In Section 4 we study Problem C for the class of semisimple, perfect,
Žand semiprimary rings. We compute the Jacobson radical of B Proposi-
.tion 4.2 and show that it is T-nilpotent if and only if the Jacobson radical
Ž .of R is nilpotent Corollary 4.4 . We prove the following:
1. R is semisimple if and only if B ( B = ??? = B for rings B such1 n i
that every finitely generated projective left B -module is either semisimplei
Ž .or isomorphic to B Theorem 4.1 .i
Ž . Ž Ž ..2. R is left and right perfect if and only if J B s RCFM J R and
Ž .BrJ B ( B = ??? = B for rings B such that every finitely generated1 n i
Žprojective left B -module is either semisimple or isomorphic to B Theo-i i
.rem 4.5 .
Ž . Ž .3. R is semiprimary if and only if J B is nilpotent and BrJ B (
B = ??? = B for rings B such that every finitely generated projective left1 n i
Ž .B -module is either semisimple or isomorphic to B Theorem 4.6 .i i
Throughout this paper, ``ring'' means ``associative ring with identity.''
Let R be a ring. The category of unital left R-modules is denoted by
R-mod.
We are going to use the following rings of matrices indexed by N with
entries in R:
Ž .RFM R s row finite matrices.
Ž .RCFM R s row and column finite matrices.
Ž .FC R s matrices with only finitely many nonzero columns.
Ž .FM R s matrices with only finitely many nonzero entries.
Ž . Ž .Given a matrix A, A i, j denotes its i, j -entry. For every two positive
Ž . Ž .numbers i, j, e denotes the matrix in FM R given by e k, l s 0 if k / ii j i j
Ž .or l / j and e i, j s 1. The idempotent e is abbreviated to e . Leti j i i i
Ž .r g R. The diagonal matrix with constant element r is denoted by D r .
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ŽN. Ž N.Given M g R-mod, M respectively, M denotes the direct sum
Ž .respectively, the direct product of countable many copies of M.
Now we recall some basic properties of the matrix rings defined above
Ž w x. Ž .that we will use without specific mention see 6, 7 . Set E s RFM R and
Ž .B s RCFM R .
Ž .1. FC R s Ý Ee , which is direct.ig N i
2. Ee ( Ee for every i, j, k, l as left E-modules.i j k l
Ž . Ž .ŽN.3. FC R ( Ee , for every i, j.i j
Ž .4. FC R s Ee E, for every i, j.i j
Ž .5. FM R is a right ideal but not a two-sided ideal of E.
Ž .6. B is the idealizer of FM R in E.
Ž . Ž .7. FM R s [ e B s [ Be . Set I s FM R .ig N i ig N i
Ž . Ž . Ž .8. End I s End I s Hom I, B .I B B
Ž .9. For every h g End I there is a unique a g E, such thatI
Ž . Ž .h x s xa for all x g I. Thus End I ( E as rings.I
10. E and B have SBN, that is E2 ( E and B2 ( B as left modules.
2. IDEMPOTENTS AND PROGENERATORS
Ž . Ž .Let R be a ring, E s RFM R , and B s RCFM R . In this section, we
compare properties of progenerators of B and E. Since both B and E
Ž .have the SBN property, every progenerator of B respectively, E is of the
Ž .form Bf for some idempotent f g B respectively, f g E . This fact shows
the importance of the following:
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a ring. Let E s RFM R and B s
Ž .RCFM R . Let f g B be an idempotent. There exists an exact sequence
Ž .n Ž .nEf “ E “ 0 if and only if there exists an exact sequence Bf “ B “ 0.
Proof. First we claim that it is enough to prove the theorem for the
case n s 1. Indeed, suppose we have proved that for any f g B, there is an
exact sequence Ef “ E “ 0 if and only if there is an exact sequence
Ž .n Ž .nBf “ B “ 0. Let Ef “ E “ 0 be an exact sequence. Since f g B, Bf
is a finitely generated projective left B-module, and since B has SBN,
Ž .n Ž .nthere is an idempotent g g B such that Bf ( Bg. Then Ef (
Ž Ž . Ž .n. Ž Ž . .Hom FM R , Bf ( Hom FM R , Bg ( Eg. So there is an exactB B
sequence Eg “ E “ 0, which implies that there is an exact sequence
Ž .nBg “ B “ 0. Thus, there is an exact sequence Bf “ B “ 0. The con-
verse follows by similar arguments.
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Let us prove the proposition for n s 1. Suppose there exists an exact
sequence Ef “ E “ 0. By hypotheses there exist matrices a and b such
that a fb s 1. We will construct matrices a and b such that a, b g B and
afb s 1.
For any subset X : N, let e s Ý e . By convention e s 0. NoteX x g X x B
that e e s e .X Y X l Y
 4Now we construct a sequence p by recursion, and at the same times sg N
we construct some other sequences of numbers and sets. Set n s c s r0 0 0
s m s 1 and p s 1. Assume that p , . . . , p has already been defined.0 1 1 s
Set
1. n the first element ofs
 4j g N j G p and e a e s 0 ;k g N j 0½ 5s p jqks
 4 Žand N s r , . . . , n y 1 . Note that for s s 1 we must have n ) 1,s sy1 s 1
.because e a fbe s 1 implies e a / 0.1 1 1
2. c the first element ofs
 4j g N j G p and e fe s 0 ;k g N j 0½ 5s N jqks
 4 Žand C s c , . . . , c y 1 . Note that for s s 1 we must have c ) 1,s sy1 s 1
.because e a fbe s 1 implies e a f / 0.1 1 1
3. r the first element ofs
 4i g N ‹ i G n and e fe s 0 ;k g N j 0 4s iqk Cs
 4and R s r , . . . , r y 1 .s sy1 s
4. m the first element ofs
 4j g N ‹ j G c and e fe s 0 ;k g N j 0 4s R jqks
 4and M s m , . . . , m y 1 .s sy1 s
5. k the first element ofs
 4j g N ‹ j G c and e be s 0 ;k g N j 0 . 4s M jqks
 46. Now define p s max r , m , k q 1. Define M s B, a ssq1 s s s 0 s
e a e , and b s e be . We shall prove thatp N s C yM ps s s sy1 s
7. The sums Ý a s a9 and Ý b s b9 make sense and a9, b9sg N s sg N s
g B.
8. a9 fb9 s Ý e .sg N ps
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Proof of 7. Since N l N s B and C l C s B if i / j and p / pi j i j i j
for every i / j, the sums make sense. If i g N, then0
e a e if i g N for some s g N,p i 0 ss 0a9e si0 ½ 0 otherwise,
and
e be if i s p for some s g N,C yM i 0 ss sy1 0b9e si0 ½ 0 otherwise.
X X Ž .So that a e and b e belong to FM R and hence a9, b9 g B.i i0 0
Proof of 8. We first prove some properties for any s g N:
Ž .  4a e a f s e a fe , where D s 1, . . . , c y 1 .p p D ss s
Ž .  4b be s e be , where L s m , m q 1, . . . .p L p sy1 sy1s s
Ž . Xc e a s e a e .p p Ns s s
Ž . Xd b e s e be .p C yM ps s sy1 s
Ž .e e f s e fe .N N Cs s s
Ž .f fe s e fe .C yM R C yMs sy1 s s sy1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xa , b , c , and d follow from the definition of c , k , a , and b9.s sy1
Ž . Ž .e By 1 , e fe s 0 for all t ) s. If t - s, then fe s e fe , whereN C C G Cs t t t
 4G s 1, . . . , r y 1 . So e fe s e fe s 0 fe s 0 because N l G st N C N l G C C ss t s t t
B. Thus e f s e fe .N N Cs s s
Ž . Ž . Ž .f By 2 and 4 , e fe s 0 for all t ) s. If t - s, then e f sR C yM Rt s sy1 t
 4e fe , where G s 1, . . . , m y 1 . Thus e fe s e feR G t R C yM R G l ŽC yM .t t s sy1 t s sy1
Ž .s e f 0 s 0, because G l C y M s B.R s sy1t
Hence fe s e fe .C yM R C yMs sy1 s s sy1
Now we can prove that e a9 fb9e s 0 if i / j or i s j / p andi j s
e a9 fb9e s e a fbe .p p p ps s s s
By 7, e a9 fb9e s 0 if i / p for all s g N or j / p for all s g N. Ifi j s s
s / t, then e a9 fb9e s e a9 fe b9e s e a9 f 0b9e s 0.p p p C l ŽC yM . p p ps t s s t ty1 t s t
Finally,
e a fbe s e a fe ? e be s e a fe bep p p D L p p D l L ps s s s s s
s e a fe be s e a e fe bep C yM p p R s C yM ps s sy1 s s s sy1 s
s e a e fe be q e a e fe be .Ýp Ns C yM p p j C yM ps s sy1 s s s sy1 sž /
n FjFr y1s s
Ž .But e a Ý e s0 by 1, so that e a fbe se a e fe be sp n F jF r j p p p N C yM ps s sy1 s s s s s sy1 s
e a9 fb9e . This proves 8.p ps s
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Now we prove that there is an exact sequence Bf “ B “ 0. By 7 and 8,
Ž . Ž .a s Ý e a9 and b s b9 Ý e belong to B and afb s 1, andsg N s p sg N p ss s
the claim follows directly.
Conversely, if Bf “ B “ 0 is an exact sequence, then
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Hom FM R , Bf “ Hom FM R , B “ 0 is an exact sequence in E.B B
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Since Hom FM R , Bf ( Ef and Hom FM R , B ( E, we are done.B B
Remark 1. The construction of the proof of Proposition 2.1 can be used
to prove the following. Let z g B. If there are a , b g E such that
Ž .a zb s D r , the diagonal matrix with constant element r g R, then there
Ž .exists a, b g B such that azb s D r .
Remark 2. To prove the next proposition, we will need new arguments
besides the construction above. The next example shows that even if
Ž .f s 1 g RFM R , it is not possible to repeat the construction of Proposi-
tion 2.1 to obtain an isomorphism Bf ( B from an isomorphism Ef ( E:
Ž . Ž . Ž .Set f s 1, and a , b g RFM R such that a i, j s 1 if i G j and a i, j
s 0 otherwise. Let b s ay1. Let a9 and b9 be as in the proof of
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.1. Then a9 i, i s 1, a9 i y 1, i s 1 whenever i s 2n q 1
Ž .and a9 i, j s 0, otherwise. Moreover, b9 s Ý e . Then a9b9 s2 ty1 t
Ž . Ž .Ý e , a s Ý e a9, and b s b9 Ý e . So that afb s 1,2 ny1 2 ny1 n 2 ny1 2 ny1 n
but fbaf / f.
The next proposition is the key to solving Problem B from the Introduc-
tion.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a ring. Let E s RFM R and B s
Ž . Ž .n Ž .nRCFM R . Let f g B be an idempotent. E ( E if and only if Bf ( B.f
Proof. Note that as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it is enough to
prove the proposition for n s 1.
Suppose that Ef ( E. By Proposition 2.1 there is a split exact sequence,
0 “ L9 “ Bf “ B “ 0. 2.1Ž .
Moreover, there is another split exact sequence,
0 “ B 1 y f “ B “ Bf “ 0. 2.2Ž . Ž .
Ž .Set I s FM R . By applying the functor I m y to the split exact
sequences above, we have split exact sequences
0 “ IL9 “ If “ I “ 0
and
0 “ I 1 y f “ I “ If “ 0.Ž .
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w xNow apply Eilenberg's trick 15 ,
Ž . Ž .N NŽN.I ( I ( If [ I 1 y fŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .N N( If [ If [ I 1 y fŽ . Ž .
( If [ I ŽN. ( If [ I ( I [ IL9 [ I
( I [ IL9 ( If , 2.3Ž .
so that there is an isomorphism g : I ( If of left B-modules. Thus there
are matrices F g Ef and C g fE such that g is the right multiplication by
F map and gy1 is the left multiplication by C map. If F g Bf and
C g fB, then g extends to an isomorphism B ( Bf. Unfortunately, Eilen-
berg's trick does not ensure this. The remainder of the proof of this
implication consists of giving a concrete isomorphism g so that F can be
taken in Bf and C can be taken in fB.
w1 ŽN.Ž .1 We begin by constructing a particular isomorphism I “ I .
Let r be the canonical projection from I ŽN. onto the nth component.n
Ž . Ž .Let s : N “ N = N be a bijection such that s 1 s 1, 1 . Write s s
Ž . ŽN.s , s . This map induces a B-homomorphism w : I “ I such that1 2 1
e s i if s i s n ,Ž . Ž .i 1 2w e r sŽ .1 i n ½ 0 otherwise;
i.e.,
e ‹ 0, . . . , e , 0, . . . g I ŽN. .i is Ž i.ž /1‘^_
Ž .s i th component2
 < Ž . 4For every n g N, let V s i g N s i s n and A s Ý e .n 2 n ig V is Ž i.n 1
Every column of A has only one nonzero entry. Indeed, if e A e / 0 /n i n k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e A e , then s i s n s s j and s i s k s s j . Thus s i s s jj n k 2 2 1 1
and hence i s j.
Ž . Ž .Thus A g B and w x s xA , xA , . . . for every x g I.n 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .ŽN. Ž .ŽN.2 We construct a particular isomorphism w : I “ If [2
Ž .ŽN. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..I 1 y f by setting w x s xD f , xD 1 y f .2
Ž . Ž .ŽN. Ž .ŽN. Ž .ŽN.3 The isomorphism w : If [ I 1 y f “ If [ If [3
Ž .ŽN. Ž . Ž .ŽN. ŽI 1 y f is given as follows. For any x s x g If and y g I 1 yi
.ŽN. Ž . Ž .f , w x, y s x , xC, y , where3 1
f if i s j q 1
C i , j s g RCFM B .Ž . Ž .½ 0 otherwise
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Ž . Ž .ŽN. Ž .ŽN. ŽN.4 The next isomorphism w : If [ If [ I 1 y f “ If [ I4
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..can be given by w x, y, z s xf, yD f q zD 1 y f .4
Ž .5 To define the next isomorphism, we first define a
H1
NH y1H s g E ; H s e .2 Ýj is Ž i , j.. igN 0..
N y1Ž .Actually, H g B because if e H e / 0 / e H e , then s i, n s k si n k j n k
y1Ž .s j, n , and hence i s j.
Ž . ŽN. y1Ž . Ž .y1Let x g I . Since w x s Ý Ý x e , thenn 1 n ng N , x / 0 ig N n is Ž i, n.ny1Ž . Ž .w x s Ý x H s x H.1 n ng N , x / 0 n n nn ŽN. Ž . Ž .We define w : If [ I “ If [ I by w x, y s x, yH .5 5
Ž .6 We finish with the last tree isomorphisms. If [ I ( I [ I [ IL9
( I [ IL9 ( If at once. That is, we will construct an isomorphism w :6
If [ I “ If.
Ž .By using sequence 2.1 and the fact that B has SBN, we have
Bf [ B ( B [ L9 [ B ( B [ L9 ( Bf
X X Ž . X Ž .Call the composition w : Bf [ B “ Bf. Then w f , 0 s fn f and w 0, 16 6 6
s m f , for some m, n g B.
Since I is an ideal of B, wX restricts onto an isomorphism w : If [ I “6 6
If.
Let us compute the composition of w ( ??? (w :6 1
w ( ??? (w xŽ . Ž .6 1
s xA fn f q x A f q A 1 y f H m f .Ž .Ž .Ý1 nq1 n n
ngN
Ž Ž ..x A fqA 1yf /0nq1 n
Ž .Since w ( ??? (w : I “ If , there is a matrix F g Ef such that xF s6 1
Ž .Ž .w ( ??? (w x .6 1
We want to see that F g Bf. That is, for any fixed e , the set S s i gk
< 4N e Fe / 0 is finite.i k
Set
<S9 s i g N e A fn fe / 0 4i 1 k
and
<S0 s i g N e A f q A 1 y f H m fe / 0 .Ž .Ž .Ý i nq1 n n k½ 5
ngN
Ž Ž ..e A fqA 1yf /0i nq1 n
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Note that S s S9 j S0. We shall prove that both S9 and S0 are finite
sets.
Since n , m g B, there exist finite subsets X, Y ; N such that fn fe sk
e fn fe and m fe s e m fe .X k k Y k
y1Ž .To prove that S9 is finite, we show that it coincides with s X, 1 .
Indeed,
i g S9 m e A fn fe / 0 m e A e fn fe / 0i 1 k i 1 X k
m e Ý e fn fe / 0 m i g VŽ .i r g V , s Ž r .g X rs Ž r . k 11 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž . Ž .and s i g X m s i g X and s i s 1 m i g s X, 1 , where X, 11 1 2
Ž . < 4s a , b g N = N a g X and b s 1 , which is a finite set.
To prove that S0 is finite, we first claim that the set N ; N of those n
such that H e / 0 is a finite set. For each y g Y, H e / 0 if and only ifn Y n y
y1Ž . Ž . y1y s s i, n , indeed, H e s e , but s is a bijection and hencen y s Ž y . y1
there is a unique n g N such that H e / 0. Since Y is finite, N is finite,n y
too.
For each n g N there exist finite subsets Y X and Y Y of N such thatn n
Ž . Ž .X YfH e s e fH e and 1 y f H e s e 1 y f H e .n Y Y n Y n Y Y n Yn n
Finally, i g S0 m
e A f q A 1 y f H m fe / 0Ž .Ž .Ý i nq1 n n kž /
N
m
e A fH m fe q A 1 y f H m fe / 0Ž .Ž .Ý i nq1 n k n n k
N
m
X Ye A e fH m fe q A e 1 y f H m fe / 0Ž .Ž .Ý i nq1 Y n k n Y n kn n
N
m
e e fH m fe q e 1 y f H m fe / 0Ž .Ý Ý Ýi is Ž i. n k is Ž i. n k1 1ž /N igV igVnq1 n
X YŽ . Ž .s i gY s i gY1 n 1 n
m
X Yi g V j V and s i g Y j YŽ . Ž .D D Dn nq1 1 n n
N N N
m
X Yy1i g s Y j Y , N j N q 1 ,Ž . Ž .D n nž /
N
 < 4 Ž Ž X Y . Ž ..where N q 1 s n q 1 n g N . Since D Y j Y , N j N q 1 is aN n n
finite set, S0 is finite, too.
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Thus, S s S9 j S0 is a finite set and hence F g Bf.
Ž .y1To prove that and C g fB we first compute w ( ??? (w . Using the6 1
notation above, for any xf g If ,
y1
w ( ??? (w xfŽ . Ž .6 1
s xf C s xf a f q b A 1 y f HŽ .1 1ž
q b A f q A 1 y f H ,Ž .Ž .Ý ny1 n n /ngN
Ž Ž ..xf b A fqA 1yf /0ny1 n
y1Ž . Ž .where a , b g B are the unique elements verifying w f s fa f , fb ,6
Ž . Ž .A is as in 1 above, and H is as in 5 above.i i
Now let k g N. We will prove that Ce s e Ce for some finite setk T k
 < 4 Ž Ž . .T ; N. Set T 0 s n g N H e / 0 . By definition of H see 5 above ,n k n
 Ž .4we have that T 0 s s k . Then2
xf a f q b A 1 y f e if s k s 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k 2
xf Ce sk ½ xf ? b A f q A 1 y f e if s k / 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .s Žk .y1 s Žk . k 22 2
Set
<¡ i g N e a f q b A 1 y f e / 0 if s k s 1, 4Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 k 2~Y s¢ <i g N e b A f q A 1 y f e if s k / 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5i s Žk .y1 s Žk . k 22 2
Since all of a , b and A 's belong to B, Y is a finite subset of N. Thereforei
C g B.
Ž Ž . .Conversely, assume that B ( Bf. Then Hom FM R , B ( HomB B
Ž Ž . .FM R , Bf as left E-modules. Now the result follows from the isomor-
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .phisms Hom FM R , B ( E and Hom FM R , Bf ( Ef. This finishesB B
the proof.
Remark 3. If we replace the identity by a diagonal matrix with constant
term x g R such that x s x 2, then we may use exactly the same arguments
in Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 to prove the following proposition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a ring and x g R an idempotent. Let d s D x
be the diagonal matrix with constant term x. Then for an idempotent f g B:
Ž .n1. The sequence Ef “ Ed “ 0 is exact if and only if the sequence
Ž .nBf “ Bd “ 0 is exact.
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2. Suppose there is an exact sequence Bd “ Bf “ 0. Then Ef ( Ed if
and only if Bf ( Bd.
Ž .The next two examples show that for idempotents in RFM R _
Ž .RCFM R there are no general rules.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.4. For any ring R there is an idempotent f g RFM R and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .not in RCFM R such that RFM R f ( RFM R and RCFM R f (
Ž .RCFM R .
Ž . Ž .Set RFM R s E, RCFM R s B; we define the following matrices:
1. x g B, such that
1 if i s 2 j,
x i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise.
2. y g B, such that
1 if j s 2 i ,
x i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise.
3. a g E, such that
1 if i s j or j s 1,
a i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise.
Now one may verify the following facts about the matrices above:
1.
1 i s j s 2n for some n g N,
xy i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise,
so that xy is an idempotent matrix in B.
2. yx s 1.
3. a is invertible and ay1 does not belong to B.
4. a xy s xy g B.
5. xyay1 f B.
By setting a s a x and b s yay1, we have fa g B, bfa s 1, and fabf s f.
?bf
This means that the homomorphisms B ¡ Bf are inverse isomorphisms.
?fa
On the other hand, we have
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.5. For any ring R there is an idempotent g g RFM R
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .necessarily not in RCFM R such that RFM R g ( RFM R , but
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .RCFM R g \ RCFM R . Indeed, RCFM R g cannot be a projective left
Ž . .RCFM R -module.
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Ž . Ž .Set again, RFM R s E, RCFM R s B, and define the following ma-
trices:
1. h g B, such that
1 if i s j s 2n q 1 for some n g N,
g i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise,
so that h is an idempotent matrix in B.
2. a g E, such that
1 if i s j or j s 1,
a i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise.
Note that a hay1 s g g E is an idempotent such that g f B.
Suppose that Bg is a projective left B-module. Then there exist homo-
r
Ž .morphisms B ¡ Bg such that mr s 1 the identity map . This meansB g
m
Ž . Ž .that there are matrices a s m g and bg s r 1 such that abg s g.
Ž .Now we prove some properties of a s m g g B. We first claim that
Ž . Ž . Ž .a s ga. For any basic matrix e , e a s e m g s m e g s e g m g s e ga.i i i i i i
Hence a s ga. Our next claim is that e a s 0. To see this first observe1
that
1 if i s j s 2n q 1 or i s 2k and j s 1,
g i , j sŽ . ½ 0 otherwise;
that is, g may be viewed as the ``sum'' g s Ý e q Ý e .ig N , iG1 2 i1 ig N 2 iq1
Now suppose a has rows e a s r . It is easy to verify that e ga s r si k 1 1
e ga s e ga s ??? and e ga s r ; e ga s r , . . . , but ga g B, so that2 4 3 3 5 5
r s 0.1
Finally, since abg s g, gabg s g, so that the first row of g must be zero,
which is impossible. Hence Bg cannot be projective.
3. MORITA EQUIVALENCE
In this section we give our solutions of Problems A and B from the
Introduction. Using results from Section 2 on the progenerators of
Ž . Ž . Ž .RCFM R and RFM R , we give for RCFM R a solution analogous to
Ž . w xknown results on RFM R 3, 18 .
Ž .We start with a property of the progenerators of RCFM R .
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a ring and let P g RCFM R -mod be a progen-
n Ž .erator. Then there is a natural number n, such that P ( RCFM R .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Let B s RCFM R and E s RFM R . First note that since B
has SBN, P ( Bf for some idempotent f g B, and by Proposition 2.1 Ef is
w xalso a progenerator in E-mod. By 18, Theorem 1 there is a natural
Ž .nnumber n g N such that Ef ( E. By applying Proposition 2.2 we are
done.
As a consequence we obtain the following property on the Morita
Ž .equivalence class of RCFM R .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. If R and S are rings such that RCFM R and S are
Ž .Morita equi¤alent rings, there exists a natural number n such that RCFM R
Ž .( M S .n
Ž .From Corollary 3.2, together with the fact that RCFM R has SBN, we
w xcan deduce the following results from 7 .
COROLLARY 3.3. Let R and S be rings. The following conditions are
equi¤alent:
1. R and S are Morita equi¤alent rings.
Ž . Ž .2. RCFM R and RCFM S are Morita equi¤alent rings.
Ž . Ž .3. RCFM R and RCFM S are isomorphic rings.
Corollary 3.2 can be improved if additional hypotheses about R are
assumed:
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that R has one of the following properties:
n ŽN. ŽN. Ž1. For any projecti¤e Q, if Q ( R , then Q ( R e. g., let R beR
.semiperfect .
2. E¤ery uniformly big projecti¤e is free.
Ž .Then e¤ery ring Morita equi¤alent to RCFM R is isomorphic to it.
Ž . Ž . w xProof. Let E s RFM R and B s RCFM R . In 18 it has been
Ž . Ž .shown that if R satisfies 1 or 2 , then for any progenerator, P, in
E-mod, P ( E. Now this fact, together with Proposition 2.2, allows us to
Ž . Ž .ensure that if R satisfies 1 or 2 , then every progenerator in B-mod is
isomorphic to B.
The next example shows that the hypothesis in Proposition 3.4 cannot be
avoided:
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.5. There exist rings R and S such that RCFM R and S
are Morita equivalent but not isomorphic rings.
w xTake R and P as in 14, Example . Since P s [ P , where each P isig N i i
Ž .finitely generated, there is an idempotent f g RCFM R such that P (
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RŽN. f. Since P \ RŽN., then Ef \ E and hence Bf \ B. On the other hand,
2 ŽN. Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž .since P ( R , then Ef ( E and hence Bf ( B. Then RCFM R
and S s fBf are Morita equivalent rings. Now it is easy to see that they are
not isomorphic rings, because otherwise S must have SBN and then
Ž .2Bf ( Bf , which is not the case.
We close this section with a result on the finitely generated projective
Ž .RCFM R -modules.
Ž . w x Ž .The categories R-mod and FM R -mod are equivalent 6 , and FM R -
Ž .mod is naturally embedded in RCFM R -mod. Thus the real interest could
Ž .be to describe those finitely generated projective left RCFM R -modules
Ž .that do not belong to FM R -mod. The next proposition shows that under
some condition on R, there is only one module of this form, namely
Ž .RCFM R .
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R be a ring such that countably generated projecti¤e
Ž .modules are free. If P is a finitely generated projecti¤e RCFM R -module,
Ž . Ž .then P ( RCFM R or P belongs to FM R -mod.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Set E s RFM R and B s RCFM R . Let f g B be an idem-
Žpotent such that P ( Bf recall that if P is finitely generated and projec-
.tive, then such f always exists between B has SBN . Suppose first that
ŽN. Ž .Q s R f is finitely generated. So there is an idempotent g g FC R such
Ž .that Eg ( Ef and hence EgE s EfE. Since EgE ; FC R , BfB ; I, so Bf
belongs to I-mod.
Now if Q s RŽN. f is countable generated then it is free, so that Ef ( E,
and hence by Proposition 2.2 Bf ( B.
4. RELATING PROPERTIES OF THE RING R WITH
PROPERTIES OF FINITELY GENERATED
Ž .PROJECTIVE MODULES OVER RCFM R
In this section we consider Problem C from the Introduction.
Now we shall characterize semisimple rings, perfect rings, and semipri-
mary rings in terms of finitely generated projective modules over
Ž .RCFM R .
As usual, we start with the semisimple case.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a ring and B s RCFM R . Then R is semisimple
if and only if B is isomorphic to a finite direct product of rings B = ??? = B1 n
such that any finitely generated projecti¤e left B -module is semisimple ori
isomorphic to B .i
Moreo¤er, R is simple artinian if and only if n s 1.
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w xProof. Suppose first that n s 1. By 5 we may suppose that R is a
Ž .division ring. Now such a characterization is well known for RFM R . So
take any f g B. If Ef ( E, then apply Proposition 2.2. If Ef is semisimple,
Ž . Ž .then it is also well known that f g FC R , so that f g FC R l B s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .FM R . Since FM R s Soc B the socle of B , we are done.
Now we prove the theorem. By the Wedderburn]Artin theorem and by
w x5 we may suppose that R ( D = ??? = D is a finite direct product of1 n
Ž .division rings. Hence we may suppose that RCFM R is isomorphic to a
Ž . Ž .direct product of rings RCFM D = ??? = RCFM D for some n g N.1 n
By applying the case n s 1 above we have the desired result.
Ž w x.Remark 4. It is well known see 10, p. 5 that if R is a division ring,
Ž .then RCFM R is a Baer ring. So in Theorem 4.1 we may write ``finitely
generated left ideals'' instead of ``finitely generated projective.''
To give our result on perfect rings, we need to compute the Jacobson
Ž .radical of RCFM R . It turns out that it is the intersection of the Jacobson
Ž .radical of RFM R and the Jacobson radical of the column finite matrix
Ž .ring CFM R .
Ž .For any ring R we denote the Jacobson radical of R as J R .
To describe the Jacobson radical of row and column finite matrices, we
Ž . w xuse the characterization of the Jacobson radical of RFM R given in 16
Ž w x. Ž Ž ..see also 19, 21 ; that is, J RFM R is the ideal of those matrices
Ž Ž ..a g RFM J R such that the family of left ideals of R generated by the
w xcolumns of a is right vanishing. Recall from 16, Sect. 3 that a family of
Ž .  4 Ž .left right ideals A is called a right left ¤anishing family of leftl lg L
Ž .right ideals if given any sequence a , a , . . . with a g A for distinct l1 2 i l ii
Ž .in L, there exists an integer n for which a a ??? a s 0 a ??? a a s 0 .1 2 n n 2 1
The ring of column finite matrices with entries in a ring R is denoted by
Ž .CFM R .
Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 4.2. For any ring R the Jacobson radical J RCFM R is
Ž Ž ..the ideal of those matrices a g RCFM J R such that the family left ideals
of R generated by the columns of a is right ¤anishing and the family of right
ideals of R generated by the rows of a is left ¤anishing.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..In particular, J RCFM R s J RFM R l J CFM R .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Set B s RCFM R , E s RFM R , F s CFM R .
Ž Ž ..As in the case of row-finite matrices there is an inclusion J RCFM R
Ž Ž ..: RCFM J R .
Suppose first that the family left ideals of R generated by the columns
of a is right vanishing and the family of right ideals of R generated by the
Ž . Ž . w xrows of a is left vanishing. Thus a g J E l J F , by 16, Theorem .
Then, for any a, b g B, 1 y aa b is invertible in E and in F; that is,
Ž . Ž .there are elements x g E and y g F such that 1 y aa b x s x 1 y aa b
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Ž . Ž .s 1 and 1 y aa b y s y 1 y aa b s 1. We want to see that x s y and
Ž .hence belongs to B. Since the product if it exists of matrices like x and y
is not associative, we do not know if x s y. However, we may associate
Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . .x 1 y aa b y s y and x 1 y aa b y s x, and then, for any two basic
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž .ŽŽ . .idempotent e and e , e ye s e x 1 y aa b ye s e x 1 y aa b yei j i j i j i j
s e xe ; therefore x s y.i j
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Note that this means that J RCFM R = J RFM R l J CFM R .
Ž .Conversely, let x g J B . We first prove that the family of left ideals
 ŽN. 4R xe is right vanishing.R i
 4  4Let l be a subset of distinct natural numbers, and let a ben ng N n ng N
a sequence such that a g RŽN.xe . For each n g N there is a w g RŽN.n l nn
Žsuch that w xe s a . To exclude the trivial case, one may assume thatn l nn
.a / 0 for all i g N.i
Let L : N be the set of those l 's. Since x g B, for every l , there arei j
two natural numbers k - k such that e xe s 0 whenever i F k orj1 j2 i l j1j
i G k . Moreover, since a / 0 for all n g N, we may suppose that therej2 n
is k g N, k - k - k , such that e xe / 0.j1 j2 k l j
 4For every j g N, let N s k , k q 1, . . . , k . Thus xe s e xe .j j1 j j2 l N l1 j j j
Ž .Using again that x g B, one deduces that there exists d j such that
Ž .k - k for any n G d i . This implies that, for every j g N, N l N s Bj2 n1 j i
for almost all i.
Let u s w e , so that u xe s a .j j N j l jj j
ŽLet q g B such that u is the jth row of q. The fact that q belongs toj
.B comes from the way the sequence u has been chosen. See a s qx g B.i
Note that e ae s a .j l jj
Ž w x.We construct sequence n , n , . . . recursively, as follows see 21 :1 2
1. Set n s 1, and for k G 1 suppose we have chosen n .1 k
2. Let c be the last natural number such that e ae / 0 and letk n c y1k k
r be the first element of the setk
r g N ‹ e ae s 0 for all t g N 4rq t ck
Ž .note that r ) n .k k
3. Define n as the first natural number G r .kq1 k
 4Let s be an arbitrary sequence of elements of R. We will provei ig N
that there exists a k g N such that a s ??? a s s 0. When we haven 1 n k1 k
established the existence of k, we may choose a particular sequence
 4s such that for 1 F i F k y 1, s s a ??? a if n q 1 - n ,i ig N i n q1 n y1 i iq1i iq1
Ž  4and s s 1 otherwise; and s s 1. The remainder elements of s doi k i ig N
.not have any interest. This will imply that a a ??? a s 0, which is what1 2 nk
we want to see.
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So we first prove that there exists a k g N such that a s ??? a s s 0.n 1 n k1 k
Set a s Ý e and b s Ý s e , where each s e is thek k n k k l kq1 k l kq1k n nk k
scalar product of e g B by s g R.l kq1 knk
Now one may check that a ab is the matrix
0 a s 0 ???n 11
0 0 a s 0 ??? .n 22
. . 0. 0 .. .
Ž .Moreover, since a and b belong to B, the product a ab g J B . Thus
1 y a ab is invertible.
Ž w x.Finally, it is well known see 2, Exercise 28.1 that the inverse of this
kind of matrices must be
1 if i s j,¡
y1 ~a s ??? a s i - j,1 y a ab i , j sŽ . Ž . n i n ji j¢
0 otherwise,
and hence there exists k g N such that a s ??? a s s 0. Now select then 1 n k1 k
 4  ŽN.4sequence s as above and we are done. To prove that e xR is righti i
vanishing comes from a completely analogous argument.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 4.3. For any ring R, J RCFM R : RCFM J R and
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .J RCFM R s RCFM J R if and only if J R is left and right T-nilpotent.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2.
w xThe next corollary is analogous to a result in 13 on the Jacobson
Ž .radical of RFM R .
COROLLARY 4.4. For a ring R, the following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž .1. J R is nilpotent.
Ž Ž ..2. J RCFM R is left and right T-nilpotent.
Ž Ž ..3. J RFM R is nilpotent.
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ...4. J RCFM RCFM R s RCFM RCFM J R .
w x Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. 1 « 3 If J R is nilpotent, then both J RFM R and
Ž Ž .. Ž .J CFM R are left and right T-nilpotent and hence nilpotent. Then
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w x Ž w x.J RCFM R s RCFM J R is nilpotent. 2 « 1 See 13, Lemma Sup-
Ž .pose J R is nonnilpotent. Then for each n g N there is a sequence
 4 Ž . Ž .a : J R such that a ??? a s 0. For each k g N let A g RCFM Rni n1 nn k
Ž .be the diagonal matrix such that A i, i s a . It is clear that A ??? Ak ik 1 n
w x/ 0 for all n g N, which is impossible by hypothesis. 2 m 4 is immediate
from the previous corollary.
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Now we are able to characterize left and right perfect rings by means of
their row and column finite matrix ring.
Ž .THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a ring and set B s RCFM R . The following
conditions are equi¤alent:
1. R is right and left perfect.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2. J B s RCFM J R and BrJ B is isomorphic to a finite direct
product of rings A = ??? = A such that any finitely generated projecti¤e left1 n
A -module is semisimple or isomorphic to A .i i
Ž .Moreo¤er, in this situation, idempotents of RCFM R can be lifted modulo
Ž .J RCFM R .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Set B s RCFM R and E s RFM R .
Ž . Ž .The equivalence of conditions 1 and 2 is a consequence of Theorem
Ž . Ž Ž ..4.1, Corollary 4.3, and the fact that RCFM R rRCFM J R (
Ž Ž ..RCFM RrJ R .
So it remains to show that idempotents lift modulo the radical.
w xBy 2, Proposition 27.4 we will show that every direct summand of
Ž .BrJ B has projective cover or, equivalently, that for any idempotent
Ž . Ž Ž ..a g BrJ B the module BrJ B ? a has projective cover. Recall from
w x11 that a ring R is, in particular, left perfect if and only if E is a
Ž . w xsemiregular ring, and so idempotents in E lift modulo J E , and by 13
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..J E s RFM J R . So J E s RFM J R and J B s RCFM J R .
Ž .It is well known that since J R is a two-sided ideal of R, then there are
usual ring isomorphisms,
c
“
RFM R rRFM J R RFM RrJ RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1c
⁄
and
w
“
RCFM R rRCFM J R RCFM RrJ R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1w
⁄
Ž .Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows that for any a g RCFM R ,
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ...c a q RFM J R s w a q RCFM J R .
Ž . Ž .Now take any idempotent a g BrJ B . Then w a is an idempotent in
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..RCFM RrJ R , and hence it is also an idempotent of RFM RrJ R . As
Ž .idempotents in E lift modulo J E , there is an idempotent g g E such
Ž Ž .. Ž .that c g q J E s w a . Since R is perfect, then by properties of de-
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composition of projectives there is an idempotent f g B such that Ef (
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Eg, so that RFM RrJ R ? c f q J E ( RFM RrJ R w a and
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..c f q J E s w f q J B because f g B. By Proposition 2.1,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .RCFM RrJ R w f q J B ( RCFM RrJ R w a , and therefore
Ž Ž ..BrJ B a has projective cover.
As a consequence of Corollary 4.4 we obtain the following description of
when a ring is semiprimary in terms of its row and column finite matrix
ring.
Ž .THEOREM 4.6. Let R be a ring and set B s RCFM R . The following
conditions are equi¤alent:
1. R is semiprimary.
Ž . Ž .2. J B is nilpotent and BrJ B is isomorphic to a finite direct product
of rings A = ??? = A such that any finitely generated projecti¤e left A -mod-1 n i
ule is semisimple or isomorphic to A .i
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